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We show that one can construct a continuous selection for the metric projection
in the space of continuous functions by the P6lya algorithm. Moreover, the
existence of a continuous selection for the metric projection is equivalent to the
stable convergence of the P61ya algorithm. 'l' 1995 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space and Co( T) be the Banach
space of all real-valued continuous functions / on T which vanish at infinity
(i.e., the set {IE T: 1/(t)1 ?£} is compact for every £>0). The norm on
Co(T) is the supremum norm: II/II := SUPIE T 1/(/)1. For any / E Co(T) and
a finite-dimensional subspace G of Co(T), the distance from / to G is
d(j, G) := inf{ II/ - xii: x E G}. Consider the best approximation problem
associated with G:

find g in G such that II/ - gil = d(j, G). (1.1 )

The metric projection nd .) from Co( T» onto G maps each / in Co( T) to
the solution set of the best approximation problem (1.1); i.e.,

llGU):= {gE G: II/ - gil =d(j, G)}.

The classical Haar theorem (cf. [28]) implies that IIdf) is a singleton for
all / E Co(T) if and only if G is a Haar space (i.e., any nonzero element of
G has at most dim G - 1 zeros).

In general, [Jdf) has infinitively many elements and [JG is a set-valued
mapping from Co(T) to 2G (subsets of G). In the theory of set-valued
mappings, one important subject is the existence of continuous selections.
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The most well known result is the Michael selection theorem, which in
essence states that a lower semicontinuous set-valued mapping has a con
tinuous selection [29, 30]. The continuous selection constructed by
Michael is the limit of a sequence of continuous e-approximate selections
which are defined by a partition of unity. Since flG(f) is closed and convex
for any lEeo( T), Steiner point selector also provides a means for the
construction of a selection for flG (cf. [38,37,35]). The definition of
Steiner point selector involves the integration of the supporting function of
fld/). Steiner point selector has many nice properties. In particular, it is
continuous (or Lipschitz continuous) if flG is continuous (or Lipschitz
continuous). Since G is finite-dimensional, flG is lower semicontinuous if
and only if flG is continuous (cf. [39]). Therefore, Michael's selection or
Steiner point selector provides a continuous selection for fl G if fl G is lower
semicontinuous. However, the lower semicontinuity of flG is not necessary
for the existence of continuous selections (cf. [10-12,33,26] for intrinsic
characterizations of G whose metric projection has a continuous selection
and related topics). In general, one can prove the existence of a continuous
selection for flG by constructing a lower semicontinuous submapping of
flG (cf. [4, 14,22,7,27,26]). This can also be accomplished by Brown's
derived mappings of flG [8]. However, there is no simple constructive way
to define a continuous selection for flG if such a selection is possible. The
continuous selections constructed for fl G' by Sommer and Nurnberger
[32,40-42], or by Li [17-21,26], or by Blatter [I], or by Blatter and
Fischer [2], or by Blatter and Schumaker [5], are based on the idea of the
Chebyshev alternation property of uniform best approximations [28] and
are quite complicated. So a natural question is whether there is a simple
constructive way to define a continuous selection for flG when fle; has con
tinuous selections. The objective of this paper is to show that the P6lya
algorithm is a solution; i.e., the limit of the best Lp-approximations as
P -+ CIJ produces a continuous selection for flG'

Suppose that there exists a finite Borel measure J1 on T such that
p.( U) > 0 for every nonempty open subset U of T. Then we can
"approximate" the supremum norm 11·11 by a sequence of strictly convex
norms, known as Lp-norms, 1I/IIp := (Sr !/U)IP dJ1)l/P:

lim 11/11 p = 1IIII
p-. x'

Let Il ~(f) be the best Lp-approximation to I from G; i.e., Il ~Cf) is the
unique element in G such that

11/-fl~(f)llp= inf II/-gil p •
gE G
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It is well known that any accumulation point of {n ;;U)} as p -+ r:iJ is
an element of ncU). In particular, if ndf) is a singleton, then
limp ~ :c Il ;;U) = IlcU)·

The idea of finding a best L",-approximation via best Lp-approxima
tions dated back to G. P61ya in 1913 [34 J and the process is now called
the P6lya algorithm. We say that the P6lya algorithm (for G) converges if
limp~Xc Il~U) exists for every fin Co(T).

The limit of best Lp-approximations as p -+ r:iJ (if it exists) provides a
natural selection for IlG:

sba(f):= lim n ~(f).
p""'" 7..;

(1.2 )

Here we use the notation sba(f) to indicate that the limit of {Il ;;(f)} as
p -+ 00 (if it exists) will be called the strict best approximation to f When
T consists of n isolated points, Co(T) can be identified with the n-dimen
sional Euclidean space IR n with the supremum norm, denoted by lx(n). In
this case, Descloux [9J proved that the P6lya algorithm converges to the
strict best approximation introduced by Rice. Therefore, one may consider
(1.2) as an alternative definition of the strict best approximation introduced
by Rice in lx(n) [36]. Rice [36J proved that sba(·) is a continuous map
ping from ICL (n) to G; i.e., (1.2) does define a continuous selection for IlG

in lXc(n). However, a counterexample given by Descloux shows that the
P6lya algorithm does not converge for some finite-dimensional subspace G
of C[ - I, 1J [9 J; i.e., sba(f) is not always well-defined by (1.2). One main
result of this paper is to prove that (1.2) does define a continuous selection
for IlG if Ilc has a continuous selection. The discovery of the connection
between the convergence of the P6lya algorithm and the existence of con
tinuous selections for IlG is due to Sommer [43, 44 J, who proved that (1.2)
defines a continuous selection for Ilc if IlG has a continuous selection and
G is a spline subspace of C[a, h].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show that there exist
"best of the best" approximations in Ildf) if IlG has a continuous selec
tion. This is the foundation for the stable convergence of the P6lya
algorithm. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the equivalence of the stable
convergence of the P6lya algorithm and the existence of continuous selec
tions for IlG • As a consequence, we obtain that (1.2) does define a con
tinuous selection for IIG if IIG has continuous selections. Finally, examples
and comments are given in Section 4.

We conclude the section with definitions and notations used in this
paper. The P6lya algorithm (for G) is said to converge stably if the limit
lim h ~ J: p ~ % Il~(h) exists for any / E Co(T). For any subset X of T, int(X)
denotes the interior of X. For a subset F of Co(T), E(F) := {I E T: 1/(/)1 =
II/II for every / E F} denotes the set of common extremum points of
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functions in F. The set of all zeros of a function 1 is expressed by Z(f) :=
{tE T:/(t)=O}. Let Q be a set-valued mapping from Co(T) to 2G

; i.e.,
Q(f) is a subset of G for 1 E Co(T). We say that Q has a continuous selec
tion if there exists a continuous mapping S from Co(T) to G such that
S(f) EQ(f) for all 1 E Co(T). The set-valued mapping Q is lower semicon
tinuous at 1 if, for every open set U with UnQ(f)i=0, {hECo(T):
Un Q(h) i= 0} contains an open neighborhood of f The mapping Q is
said to be lower semicontinuous if Q is lower semicontinuous at 1 for every
1 in Co(T). When Q(f) c ndf), a function g* in Q(f) is called a local
strict best approximation in Q(f) if, for any g EQ(f),

int{ t E T: (f(t) - g*(t))(g*(t) - g(t)):;;:, O} ::::; E(f - Q(f)).

The meaning of local strict best elements will be clarified in Lemma 2.1.
We also need the following definition of a relation « on Co(T). For two
functions f, h in Co(T) with 1 ~ h, we say that 1 precedes h, written as
1« h, if E c int{ t E T: I/(t)1 :(; Ih(t)I}, where

E:= {t E T: Ih(t)/ = sup{ Ih(x)/: I(x) i= h(x)} }.

Intuitively, "1« h" means ''If(t)1 ~ Ih(t)I" in a neighborhood of the
extremum points of h after we ignore the part of T where1 and h are identi
cal. Given a subset F of Co(T), a function 1 in F will be called a minimal
element in F if there is no function h in F such that h «f Note that we
treat « as if it is a partial order on Co(T) even though it is not.

2. BEST OF THE BEST ApPROXIMATIONS

In this section we first show that local strict best approximations do
deserve to be credited as "best of the best" approximations. Most results
concerning local strict best approximations are known and proved in [22].
The main result in this section is Theorem 2.4, about the uniqueness of
minimal elements in f - na(f). Its proof is based on manipulation of local
strict best approximations.

To get a feel for local strict best approximations and minimal elements
with respect to the relation «, we start with the following example.

Let T be the closed interval [ - I, 1] and G := { 1tl (ex + f1t): CI., f3 are real
numbers} be the subspace of C[-l,l] with basis functions {Itl,tltl}.
Then G is a weak Chebyshev subspace of C[ - 1, 1] (cr. [15]) and any
nonzero function in G has at most two zeros. Therefore, nG has a con
tinuous selection (cf. [26, 31]).
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Setf(t) := I -It I for It I~ 1. Then d(f, G) = 1. For g(t) := It I (~+ Pt) E G,
f( t) - g( t) = I - Itl (I + a + Pt) and

Ilf - gil ~ max{ If( 1) - g(l)l, If(O) - g(O)I, If( -1) - g( -1)1}

= max{ la + PI, I, Ix - PI}.

Obviously, a necessary condition for g E ITdf) is \al + IPI ~ 1. On the
other hand, if lal + IfJI ~ I, then I + a + fJt ~ O. Moreover, If(t) - g(t)1 ~ 1
ifJ(t) - g(t) ~ 0 and If(t) - g(t)1 ~ max{ I, It I (a + fJt)} ~ I iff(t) - g(t) ~ o.
Therefore, 11df)={ltl(a+fJt):lxl+lfJI~I}.Consider the two best
approximations g l' g2 of ffrom G, where gdt) := Itl and g2(t) := t· Itl. For
any g=ltl(a+pt)EIT(;(fl with a#l, (f(t)-g(t))-(f(t)-gj(t))=
g I (t) - g( t) = Itl (( I -x) - fJt) ~ 0 for t near 0; i.e.,

OEint{tE T: If(t)- g(t)1 ~ If(t)- gt(t)I} for gE11df). (2.1)

Since E(f-ITdf))={O}, (2.1) implies that gl is a local strict best
approximation in 11df) (cf. Lemma 2.1). Moreover, it follows from (2.1)
that there is no g E ITcAf) such that f - g -< f - g 1; i.e., f - g I is a minimal
element in 11df)· However,f - g2 -/..f - g, andf - gl -/..f - g2· Intuitively,
f - g* is a minimal element in f - ITdf) if there is no function g in 11(Af)
which approximates f "better than g* in a neighborhood of E(f - g* )."

The following lemma clarifies the meaning of local strict best approxima
tions defined in the Introduction.

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that Q(f) is a convex suhset of ITdf). A function
g* is a local strict hest approximation in Q(f), if and only if; for any
gE Q(f),

E(f - Q(f») c int{ t E T: If(t) - g*(t)1 ~ If(t) - g(t)I}.

Proof 2.1. First we claim that E(f - Q(f» c Z(gl - g2) for any
g"g2EQ(f). In fact, since If(t)-g(t)I=llf-gll=d(f,G) for g:=
Hgl + g2) E Q(f) and t E E(f - Q(f», we have

d(f, G) = If(t) - !( gt(t) + g2(t»1

~ Hlf(t) - gj(t)1 + If(t) - g2(t)I) = d(f, G).

Thus, the equality must hold, which implies f(t) - g, (t) = f(t) - g2(t).
That is, tE Z(gj - g2) for any t E E(f - Q(f» and g" g2 E Q(f).

Therefore, f(t) - g*(t) = f(t) - g(t) for t E E(f - Q(f») and
(f(t) - g*(t»(f(t) - g(t» > 0 for t in a neighborhood of E(f - Q(f). Also
note that If(t) - g(t)1 = l(f(t) - g*(t)) + (g*(t) - g(t»I· Thus,

E(f - Q(f» c int{ t E T: If(t) - g*(t)1 ~ If(/) - g(t)I}
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if and only if (f(t)-g*(t)(g*(t)-g(t»~O in a neighborhood of
E(f - Q(f»). I

Remark. Note that g* is "best of the best approximations" in Q(f) with
respect to the errors near the set of common extremum points. This is the
reason why the terminology "local strict best approximation" is introduced.
In [22], g* was called a local maximal element.

By the Lazar-Morris-Wulbert lemma [16] (cf. also [6]), local strict
best approximations of fldfl always exist if fl G has a continuous selec
tion. As a matter of fact, we can construct a lower semicontinuous submap
ping flJ of fl G via local strict best approximations. Let fl ~?\f) := fldf)
and fl ~k + \I(f) be the set of all local strict best approximations in fl ~ I(f)
for k ~ O. If dim G = n, then n ~ + ll(f) = n ~>Cf) for k ~ n. Moreover,
n~~'(f)¥0 for any fECo(T) and n~ll is the derived mapping of n G
introduced by Brown. The following lemma lists some useful properties of
fliJl.

LEMMA 2.2 [22]. Suppose that IIG has a continuous selection and
dim G = n. Then

(1) The mapping II~I is lower semicontinuous.

(2) There exists g* E fliJ'(f) such that E(f - g*) = E(f - fl~71(f)).

(3) For any twofunctionsg1, g2En~;I(f), E(f-II~"(f»cint Z(g,-g2)'

(4) IfgEflci(f)\IliJ1(f), then there exists g*EflG(f) such that

E(f - g) c int{ t E T: If(t) - g*(t)! ~ If(t) - g(t)1 },

E(f - g)\int Z(g* - g) ¥ 0.

Remark. Intuitively, statement (4) means that, if g is not in IIIJj)(f),
then the error of approximation 11ft) - g(t)1 can be "strictly" reduced near
the set of extremum points of (f - g). That is, f - g cannot be a minimal
element in f - IIG(f).

The next lemma is a technical one which will be used in the proof of
Theorem 2.4 for manipulation of local strict best approximations.

LEMMA 2.3. Let g E IIdf). Then, for any positive numher }' > 0,
g E ndf;) c IIJf), where

{

g(t) + }',
f,(t):= f.(f),

g(t)-y,

if f(f) - g( t ) > }'

if - }' ~ f( t) - g( t ) ~ }'

i! f( 1) - g(t) < - }'.
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Proof 2.3. If y ~ Ilf - gil, then I, 0= I Otherwise, let g* E IIdf}'). Then

IIJ;, - g*11 ::( Ilf)' - gil = y.

If IIJ;, - g*11 < 1', then it follows from the definition of j~ that (f(t) - get»~

(g*(t)-g(t»>O whenever If(t)-g(t)I~}', In particular, (f(l)-g(t»
(g*(t) - get»~ > 0 whenever t E E(f - g), which contradicts the Kolmogorov
criterion for best approximations (cf. [28]). Hence, d(fy, G)=y and
g E IIdfy ). Moreover, If(t) - g*(t)1 = If,.(t) - g*(t)1 ::(}'::( Ilf - gil if
If(t) - g(lll ::(}' and

If(t) - g*(t)1 ::( If(t) - /,.(t) I+ I/,.(t) - g*(t)1

::( I/(t) - J;,(t)1 + I' = If(t) - g(t)1 ::( III - gil

if II(t) - g(t)1 ~ }'. Therefore, iiI - g*11 ::( Ilf - gil and g* E IIG(f)· I

Finally, we are ready to prove the main theorem in this section: There
exists at most one minimal element in f - IIdf). The uniqueness of mini
mal elements in I - IIdf) guarantees the stable convergence of {II ~(h)}
as h -> 1, p -> CIJ (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1 ).

THEOREM 2.4. Assume that IIG has a continuous selection. Then there
exists at most one element g* in IIdf) such that I - g* is a minimal
element in I - IIdJ) (i.e., there is no g E IIdJ) such that I - g -< I - g*).

Proof 2.4. Suppose the contrary, that there are two distinct elements gl

and g 2 in IIdJ) such that f - g i are both minimal in / - IIG(f). Let

}'j := sup{ II(t) - gj(t)1 : g I (t) =I- g2(t)},

E j := {t E T: /I(t) - gj(t)1 =}'j}'

Then YI=Y2' In fact, if YI>}'2, then, for any t*EE,\intZ(g)-g2)'
II( t*) - g2(t*)/ ::( Y2 < 1'1 = II(I*) - g I(1* )1· Therefore, there exists an open
neighborhood U(t*) of t* such that II(t)-g2(t)I<II(t)-g,(t)1 for
tE U(t*). Since II(t) - git)1 = If(t) - g)(t)1 for t E int Z(g) - g2), for U:=
int Z(g) - g2) u (U" E lo',inl Zi!n ~ g,1 U(t*», we have

for t E U.

Since U is an open neighborhood of E], the above inequality means
I - g 2 -< I - g I' which contradicts the fact that I - g I is a minimal element
in / -lldJ). Therefore, }' I ::( Y2' Similarly, ,'2::( y]. Thus, }' 1 must be equal
to Y2'
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Let

if f( t) - g! (t) > "iI

if -}' 1 ~ f(t) - g 1(t) ~ }' 1

if f( t) - g 1(t) < - }'I .

By i'! = }'2 and the definition of i'I' we know that If(t) - g,(t)1 >)', if and
only ifl(t) - gl(t) = f(t) - g2(t). Hence, f* can also be represented as

{

g2(t) + "/2,

f*(t):= f(t),

g2(t)-)'2'

if /(t)- g2(t»'h

if -}'2 ~ /(t) - g2(t) ~)'2

if f(t) - g2(t) < -)'2'

By Lemma 2.3, g,E lldf*) c lldf) for i= 1, 2.
Let n :=dim G. If gjrill';;I(f*), then, by Lemma 2.2(4), there exists

g* E lldf*) such thatf* - g* -<f* - g, and

)' ,= Ilf* - gill = sup{ I/*(t) - g,(t)l : g,(t) to g*( t)}. (2.2)

If g,Ell';;'(f*) and E(f*-g,)\E(f*-Il';;\/*))to0, let g*Ell~)(f*)

be such that (cf. Lemma 2.2(2))

E(f* - g*) = E(f* - n ~;)(f*)).

Then (2.2) still holds. Moreover, since (d. Lemma 2.2(3))

E(f* - g*) c E(f* -ll~?'(f*))c int Z(g* - g,) n E(f* - g;),

we have f* - g* -< /* - g I' By the definition of -<, there exists an open
neighborhood V j of E(f* - g,) such that If*(t) - g*(t)1 ~ If*(t) - g,(t)1
for t E U. Note that, for any t E V,

If(t) - g*(t)1 ~ If(t) - f*(t)1 + If*(t) - g*(t)1

~ If(t) - f*(t)1 + I/*(t) - g,(t)1

=1/(t)-g,(t)I. (2.3)

Set

r't := sup{ I/(t) - g,(t)l: g*(t) to g,(t)},

E ,* := {t E T: If(t) - g,(t)1 = "r't}.

Let t* E E(f* - g;)\int Z(g* - g,), which is not empty by (2.2). Then, 1',=
If*(t*) - g,(t*)1 ~ If(t*) - g;(t*)1 ~ r't· Therefore, E,* c E(f* - g,) c V
and (2.3) implies that f - g* -< / - g I' which is impossible.
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The contradiction proves that gi E nt;;I(f*) and E(f* - gil =
EU* - n~dU*)). Now, by Lemma 2.2(3), E(f* - gil c int Z(g] - g2)'
Note that f*(t) = f(t) if t ~ EU* - gil. Therefore,

sup{ If(t) - gi(t)l: g,(t) of- g2(t)} ~ sup{ If(t) - gr(t)I: t ~ int Z(g, - g2)}

= sup{ If*(t) - gi(t)l: t ~ int Z(g, - g2)}

< Ilf* - gill = }'i'

which is impossible. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. I

3. POLYA ALGORITHM AND CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS

In this section, we first show that, for any accumulation point s* of
{nc;(h)} as h -> f and p -> ct:;, f - s* is a minimal element of f - n G(/)'
Since f - nd.fl has at most one minimal element (cf. Theorem 2.4), the
P6lya algorithm must stably converge. This is the main effort in the proof
of Theorem 3.1, which characterizes the existence of continuous metric
selections by the stable convergence of the P61ya algorithm. As a conse
quence, the P6lya algorithm produces a continuous selection for n G if such
a selection exists.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that there exists a finite Borel measure Jl on T
such that Jl( U) > 0 for any nonempty open subset U of T. Then the metric
projection n G has a continuous selection ([ and only if the POlya algorithm
is stably convergent; i.e., for any f E Cot T), lim/{ _I: r _7' n~(h) exists.

Proof 3.1. Let s* be an accumulation point of {n ~(h)} as h -> f,
p -> oc; i.e., there exist p k -> oc' and.!~ -> f, as k -> 00, such that

s*=limgb
k ...... y~

where gk:= n~k(fd for k = 1, 2, ....

Now, it suffices to prove thatf - s* is a minimal element in[ - ndf). Since
there exists at most one minimal element in f - ndf) (cf. Theorem 2.4),
f - s* must be the minimal element. Therefore, the sequence {n ~kUk)} has
exactly one accumulation point; i.e., the limit lim/{_r:r_", n~(h) exists.

Assume the contrary, that there exists g* E IIGU) such that f - g* <
f -s*. Set

t' := sup{ If(t) - s*(t)l: g*(t) of- s*(t)},

E:= {tE T: If(t)-s*(t)! =/'}.
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Then there exists an open neighborhood U I of E such that

If(t) - g*(t)1 ~ If(t) -s*(t)1 for tE U I . (3.1 )

It follows from (3.1) thatf-s* and (f-s*)-(f-g*) (=g*-s*) have
the same sign on U j ; i.e.,

(f(t) - s*(t))(g*(t) -s*(t)) ~O for tE UI' (3.2)

Also, there exists an open neighborhood U2 of E such that

If(t)-s*(OI ~~ (3.3 )

Let U: = U I n U2 and

615 :=y-sup{Lf(t)-s*(t)I: t¢ U, g*(t)0;6s*(t)} >0.

Set I; := min {15, y/4}. Then there is k* > 1 such that

By (3.3) and (3.4), we have

Ifk(t) - gk(t)1 > ~

(f(t) - s*(t ))(!k(t) - gk(t)) ~ 0

for k~k*.

for tE U,

for t E U,

k ~k*,

k~k*.

(3.4 )

(3.5 )

(3.6 )

We can derive from (3.2), (3.5), and (3.6) that for tE U and k~k*,

l(fk(t) - gk(t)) - A(g*(t) -s*(t»)j

= I!k(t) - gdOI - A 'g*(t) - s*(t)I, (3.7)

where ), := 1;/11 g* - s*ll. Let V:= {t E U: If(t) - s*(t)1 > i' -I;}. Then V is
also an open neighborhood of E. Since E\)nt Z( g* - s*) 0;6 0, there is
t* E V\Z(g* -s*). Let

21]:= Ig*(t*)-s*(t*)1 >0.

Then there exists an open neighborhood W of t* in V such that

Ig*(t)-s*(t)1 ~I] for t E W.
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From now on, assume k? k*. Then, for gA..k := gk + Jc(g* - s*), we have

since Ilk-gkl?l/k-gul for tEZ(g*-S*)uU (cf. (3.7)). If tET\
(Z(g*-s*)u U), then

Ij~(t) - gA.,dtll ~ 1/(t) -s*(t)1 + e +,{ Ilg* -s*11

~}' - 615 + 2e ~)' - 4b,

which implies that

~ (}' - 4b)pk .Jl{ T\(Z(g* - s*) u U)}.

Note that, if hI (t) ? }' - 31: and h 2(t)?,{ . Y/ for t E W, then

(3.9)

=L. p(h l + 8h 2V- I h2 dJl

?p·).·y/·jl(W).(}'-3e)p-l, (3.10)

where 0 := 8(t) is a number between 0 and 1 whose existence is guaranteed
by the mean value theorem. But, for t E W, we have

I/k(t)- gA..dOI? If(t)-s*(t)l-e-).lg*(t)-s*(t)1 ?/,-3e

and Ie Ig*(t)-s*(t)\ ?A·'1. Therefore, by (3.7) and (3.10),

? f Ifk-g,l,kl pkdjl+Pk·).·y/·jl(W).(}'-3e)Pk-I.
w

Since
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for k large enough,

fIV Ifk - g kIPk dfl > fIV Ifk - g d IPk dp + (,' - 4b )Pk

.p{T\(Z(g*-s*)u U)}.

It follows from (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11) that, for k large enough,

(3.11 )

t Ifk - gkl Pk dp > t Ifk - g;.,Y' dp;

i.e., Ilfk - gkllpk > Ilfk - gullPk for k large enough. This contradicts the
definition of gk := lT~k(fd·

See the proof of Corollary 3.2 for proof of the fact that the stable
convergence of the P6lya algorithm implies the existence of continuous
selections. I

COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that there exists a finite Borel measure fl on T
such that p( U) > 0 for any nonempty open subset U of T. If the metric pro
jection ITG has a continuous selection, then the strict hest approximation
sba( .) in (1.2) is well-defined and is a continuous selection for ITG'
Moreover, sba(f) is independent of the choice of p.

Proof 3.2. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that, for any I: > 0, there exist
b > 0 and p* > 1 such that

IllT1;(h)-sba(f)ll ~I: for p??-p*, Ilh-fll~o. (3.12 )

Let p-+oo in (3.12). By Theorem 3.1, limp~x lT1;(h) = sba(h). Therefore,
Ilsba(h) - sba(f) II ~ I: for IIh - fll ~ b. Thus, sba(·) is a continuous selec
tion for lTG • From the proof of Theorem 3.1 we know that sbaU) is the
unique element in ITc(f) such that f - sba(f) is a minimal element in
f - ITc(f)· Since the minimal element off - ITG(f) is independent of fl, so
is sba(f). I

4. EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS

Let I be an index set which is at most countable with the discrete topol
ogy. Then Co(l) is either lx(n) if I is finite or Co (the Banach space of all
sequences converging to 0). Consider a finite-dimensional subspace G of
C0(1). Since the boundary for any subset of I is empty, ITc has a con
tinuous selection (cf. [26]). For any w(i»O with L:iEIW(i)<X, define

fl(J) := L j{'(i)
iEJ

for J c I,
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which is a finite Borel measure on I satisfying the condition: /l(J) > 0 for
any nonempty subset J of I. The corresponding L,,-norm is

By Theorem 3.1, the corresponding best L,,-approximations converge to
the strict best approximation as p ~ c£). Note that the individual values of
w(i) are irrelevant to the limit.

Let [a, h] be a closed interval of the real line and w(t) be a positive
Lebesgue measurable function such that S7. lV(t) dt < CfJ. Then the weighted
Lebesgue measure Jl can be defined as

/l( U) := Lw(t) dt

and the corresponding L,,-norm is

(
h )1/"

IIfll" = rw(t) If(tW dt .

If G is a finite-dimensional subspace of C[a, h] and nG has a continuous
selection, then the best L" -approximations converge to the strict best
approximation as p ~x and the limit is irrelevant to the choice of w(t).

It was a pleasant surprise for the author to find out that an 80-year-old
idea of P6lya provides a simple solution to the problem of constructing a
continuous selection for the metric projection in Co( T).

There are quite a few attempts to generalize Rice's definition of strict best
approximations to Co( T), where T is not a finite set. In her thesis [45],
Stover defines strict best approximations in C[a, h] via discretization of
[a, b]: Let {X,,} be a sequence of finite subsets of [a, b] such that
X"CX"+1 for 11~1 and lim"~.7.suPa"'c"'hinfrExnlt-cl=O.If there is a
unique limit of the sequence of strict best approximations to 11 X

n
in C(X,,),

independent of the choice of the sequence {Xn }, then this limit is called the
strict best approximation to f She proved that n G has a continuous selec
tion if and only if every f E C[a, b] has a strict best approximation. Also,
one could extend Rice's definition of strict best approximations via
extremal signature and local strict best approximations as done by Strauss
[46, 47], or via alternation signatures and local strict best approximations
as in [26]. The similarity between Rice's and Stover's definitions makes
Stover's definition an attractive one. But (1.2) seems to be the simplest even
though it does not explicitly provide "best of the best" feature in its form.
We strongly believe that all the definitions concerning strict best
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approximations are equivalent when IIG has a continuous selection, due to
the fact that they all involve the feature of local strict best approximations
one way or another.

Also, it would be interesting to know whether the strict best approxima
tion is Lipschitz continuous if IIG has a Lipschitz continuous selection.
Note that IIG has a Lipschitz continuous selection if and only if IIG is
Lipschitz continuous (cf. [25]). When CO(T)==LfJn), Finzel has proved
that sba( . ) is a Lipschitz continuous selection for IIG [13].

Finally, we would like to point out that some of the results in this paper
were announced in [23], which unfortunately is unreadable due to a
serious typographic error: int(·) was printed as "I (.)" (== \int(·) in TEX),
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